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The LSST camera provides a 3.2 Gigapixel focal plane array, tiled by 189 4Kx4K CCD science sensors with 10μm pixels. This pixel count is a direct consequence of sampling the 9.6 deg2

field-of-view (0.63m diameter) with 0.2 arcsec pixels (Nyquist sampling in the best expected seeing of 0.4 arcsec). The sensors are deep depleted, back-illuminated devices with a highly 
segmented architecture that enables the entire array to be read in 2 seconds. The detectors are grouped into 3x3 rafts, each containing its own dedicated front-end and back-end 
electronics boards. The rafts are mounted on a silicon carbide grid inside a vacuum cryostat, with an intricate thermal cryostat and the third of the three refractive lenses in the camera. 
The other two lenses are mounted in an optics structure at the front of the camera body, which also contains a mechanical shutter, and a carousel assembly that holds 5 large optical 
filters. A sixth optical filter will also be fabricated and can replace any of the via procedure accomplished during daylight hours.
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Sensor PackageSensor Package

RaftRaft
3 x 3 array of 16 M-pixel CCD sensors
Rigid, low-expansion structural support—

SiC or Invar
Kinematically supported off of Grid
Required flatness across Raft:  6.5 

microns

Raft TowerRaft Tower
Sensors are organized 

into identical Rafts 
of 3 x 3 sensors

144 channels/raft
A Raft Tower is an 

autonomous object 
and can function as 
a complete camera 

Electronics fit in the 
“shadow” of the 
sensors on a Raft

Front-End Electronics
Clocking of science CCDs is 

synchronous and global 
throughout the focal plane

Read-out rate = 500 kpix/sec * 16 
outputs/CCD * 189 CCDs = 
3.2 Gpix/2sec

16-bit dynamic range is handled 
by a single-gain readout

LSST-specific ASICs are being 
developed to handle analog 
front-end functions

Sensor
4K x 4K CCD sensors
2 sec readout at 500 kHz ~1M pixels per output
Fill factor must approach unity, which favors a fairly large 

area footprint of ~16 cm2

Bond pads only on periphery
< ~500 pixels per segment for blooming control of bright stars
Contiguous imaging area should be at least  500 pixels
Required flatness across sensor:  5 microns

Blooming column 
length:  2000 pixels

Carrier Connector

Alignment pins

SensorSensor

Flex cables 
to front-end 
electronics

LSST Filter SetLSST Filter Set

• 75 cm dia.
• Curved surface
•• Filter is concentric about the Filter is concentric about the 
chief ray so that all portions of  chief ray so that all portions of  
the filter see the same angle of the filter see the same angle of 
incidence range, 14.2incidence range, 14.2ºº to 23.6to 23.6ºº

Specs

Filter 1  2 
u 330 400 
g 402 552 
r 552 691 
i 691 818 
z 818 922 
y 950 1070 

Half-Maximum Transmission Wavelength

LSST Ideal Filter Set
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Camera buses
Camera Body

Thermal (T5U) Science DAQ (SDS)

Guide Analysis (GAS)

WF DAQ (WDS)

TCM

Thermal (T3U,T4U)

Shutter (SCU)

Filters (FCS)

Vacuum (VCS)

Power/Signal (PSU)

Cryostat

Thermal (T1U,T2U)

FP actuation (FPU)

Guide array (GSS)

Wave Front (WFS)

Science array (SAS)

Raft Alignment (RAS)

Camera Control (CCS)

Command

Status

Auxiliary systems

Control Room

Observatory buses

Camera Control Architecture

Contamination test chamber at 
SLAC

Because the electronics are located in the cryostat, a thorough testing of all 
components Is necessary.  This rigorous testing will prevent contamination of the 
sensors by outgassing components.


